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Black Sabbath, Rival Sons, Forum, Inglewood, February 11, 2016. 

 

by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Will someone PLEASE plug in Ozzy Osbourne's sound monitor! At times during the Black Sabbath show 

at the Forum on February 11, the vocalist could not have been more off-pitch. Black Sabbath is currently 

on their farewell tour and the sold-out crowd at the Forum was treated to not only a decent slice of the 

band's best stuff, but also to a questionable performance by Osbourne that may not be the best way to 

remember the heavy band's music. 

 

The good news, however, is that despite the wincing Osbourne occasionally inspired, it didn't really 

matter that much. What mattered were the signature bone-crunching guitar riffs, the deeply thumping 

rhythms and general air of darkness Black Sabbath's music is packed with. That was good enough 

anyway for the rabid Black Sabbath fans at the Forum who continually whooped, cheered and pumped 

their "horns" into the air throughout the show. 

 

That's the key word here- "show." As a concert, you could pick at the effectiveness of the music, 

especially whenever Osbourne made up his own key for some of the songs- often at odds with what the 

rest of the band was doing. But thanks to old band mates Tony Iommi on guitar and Geezer Butler on 

bass, at least the instrumental parts were pretty much on target. Then the cool video screen effects, 

flashing lights and erupting fire pots went the rest of the way to make Black Sabbath's last go around 

something worth seeing. 

 

Opening with their spooky, dramatic namesake piece, "Black Sabbath," the band spread the set at the 

Forum across their career. But the most distinctive and best received tunes of the night were the oldest 

ones- from the groups' self-titled debut record and their break-out second album, "Paranoid." Those 

tunes, especially "Iron Man" and "War Pigs," defined the group, other material sounding much more 

derivative. Still, it didn't make a lot of difference what the band played, as long as they just kept at it. 

Fans savored this opportunity to say farewell to a group that inspired an entire musical genre. 

 

This was pretty much the impetus for me to get on a plane, fly to the Los Angeles area and see Black 

Sabbath at the Forum- to feel a little bit of the old, old days before they are gone for good. I attended 



the recent Forum show with my brother, who now lives in Huntington Beach. Back in 1971, he and I 

went to the Forum to see headliner Grand Funk Railroad with Black Sabbath as the opener, hot on the 

heels of the release of the "Paranoid" album. At that time, Black Sabbath was fresh and hungry to share 

their horror show vision and played a dark, expansive set that had Grand Funk fans howling. 

 

45 years later at the Forum, almost to the day, Black Sabbath had the music made long ago and while 

Iommi in particular still managed to conjure up some fire, there was a sense that maybe it really was 

time to wrap things up. Osbourne's lack of concentration on trying to be on the same page musically 

with his band mates may well indicate why the band no longer functions as anything more than a 

commercial reunion effort. 

 

Still, I couldn't help but join the cheering crowd as Black Sabbath finished out the show with an encore 

version of "Paranoid." Details aside, it was just FUN to dig into the dark meat of Black Sabbath one more 

time. 

 

Opening the show was Long Beach band Rival Sons, who made a respectable showing with a basic hard 

rock sound. The group also made it known many times over how grateful they were to be on stage at 

the Forum. That's as it should be- an old band goes out with flames bursting in the air and a young band 

shows they want to keep going with confidence and style. 


